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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Scattered to numerous thunderstorms are likely throughout the day for much of the area from Vermilion Bay eastward and 
seaward. A few severe squall bands embedded within this activity will be capable of generating isolated gusts in excess of 40 to 50 
knots. Within 24 hours storm coverage will increase further while seas build to moderate to near rough levels across the eastern
Gulf. The center of 92L is likely to move into Atwater Valley and Mississippi Canyon as a tropical depression or tropical storm by 
early Thursday morning.  By tomorrow evening, widespread 9 to 12+ foot seas are likely from South Timbalier and Green Canyon 
eastward through Viosca Knoll, Desoto, and Lloyd Ridge. By Friday morning, seas in excess of 13-17 feet may be widespread south 
of Port Fourchon and Venice as 92L will more than likely be a moderate tropical storm by this stage. Strong northerly winds may 
extend as far west as East Cameroon and Keathley Canyon as the wind field expands. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Friday night into Saturday morning, 92L may be in the process of nearing hurricane strength as there are indications that 
moderate northerly wind shear may lessen shortly before landfall. A narrow area of hurricane force winds and 20-25 foot seas 
is currently forecast to develop offshore southwest Louisiana before the center moves inland. Gale force winds and rough to 
very rough seas will extend far from the center, and likely encompass much of coastal Louisiana and possibly portions of the 
upper Texas coast. Specifics are subject to change along with the track and intensity forecast. Offshore conditions will rapidly
improve Saturday night through Monday as the storm moves steadily inland. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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